The average American City with a population of 50,000 produces 300 tons of garbage in a week.  GARBAGE ON THE MOON challenges the ownership of space and waste technology by harnessing the anarcho-democratic finacial power of the internet to raise enough dollars so that a 1 ton core sample of a landfill can be dug up, formed into a giant head, loaded onto a rocket and launched to the moon.  Our plan is to raise $150 million to achieve this equal parts art project, ecological effort and stupid idea.  We seek to breach an artistic frontier, to be responsible for the first large-scale art installation in space, simultaneously launching one of the most ambitious fundraising efforts ever.

STUPID PROJECTS NON-FOR PROFIT, a 501c organization, is founded in order to overcome the considerable financial hurdles in realizing the GARBAGE ON THE MOON project.  The organization will employ researchers and grant-writers to further the fullfillment of such incredibly silly and ambitious large-scale endeavors.  The contributers in the area of fund raising will have special benefits such as paticipating the bus tour to the actual landfills in West Virginia, a right to leave his/her fingerprints on the molded garbage head, and the chance to win the position as the first on-board crew on the GARBAGE ON THE MOON rocket.

20 houseboats will be purchaced as soon as the STUPID PROJECTS NON-FOR PROFIT raises sufficient amount, to be used as the BuddY House Boat Armada.  The boats are to be used by artists, activists and writers alike who contribute to the emerging boudery free community as their living-quarters/transportation vessels/studios/event spaces that will travel on the waters all around the world.  Each boat requires two jet-skies on board.  With additional fund, one traveling brothel per 4 houseboats decorated with elaborate Edwardian theme will be established.



